CANGGU CLUB BALI
Few places that host group events and functions can boast the range and
quality of facilities and supporting activities that the Canggu Club offers
its corporate clients. There really is "Something for Everyone".
BUSINESS
Breaking away from the traditional and
redefining the way group meetings operate,
multi-functional is the buzz word at Canggu
Club, where the exclusive facilities and
highly professional events team have, over
the last 12 months, attracted some of the
biggest global brands. Toyota, Samsung,
Bayern Munich Football Club, Pacto, Bank
Mandiri and many more chose the Canggu
Club to host their corporate events and have
benefited from the club's unique approach.
Spread out over four hectares, the club
complex has a fitness centre, lap pool, sports
ground, tennis centre, beauty spa, sports
bar and multiple restaurants, plus a water
park, Strike 10-Pin Bowling and the fantastic
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Bounce Trampoline Centre. The facilities
mean organizations can add the wow factor
for maximum impact, making your event
one to remember.
It’s widely accepted that building group
activities into a schedule can have massive
benefits. For longer conferences it can break
the monotony and help maintain focus and
is recognized as a vital component in the
success of team-building activities.
With a hugely experienced team, the
Canggu Club will tailor packages that
exceed even the most demanding of
corporate expectations. You can chose
to include activities such as building

bicycles from scratch and then taking the
bikes to children in the local villages, for
example. The Canggu Club recognises
that hours spent like this create the special
interpersonal relationships your business
can build upon.
With the Canggu Club's unique range of
facilities at your disposal, why not get the
corporate event team to create an agenda
that will guarantee success? Even the food
and beverage packages can be tailored to
cater to any preference.
Corporate functions or gatherings can also
make use of the ample spaces for marquees,
stages or just about any other temporary

structure that might be required, or they
can use any of the multi-functional venues.
Booking is flexible from a few hours up to a
week and being just 10 minutes away from
Seminyak and its swanky hotels and villas,
there is ample choice of accommodations.
PLEASURE
The Canggu Club, home to the Club House
Sports Bar and Verandah Restaurant, is
Bali’s undisputed premiere fitness and
entertainment venue so naturally there are
masses of leisure options to enjoy. As you
arrive at Canggu Club, the first thing you
will see is the bold primary colours of Splash
Water Park.
This aquatic playground is built for children
of all ages and is perfect for having fun or
just cooling off. There are twisting chutes,
ropes and channels that deliver you into
the pool. The centrepiece is the Giant Racer,

a four-person race starting high above
the ground that whisks you 90 metres
before making the big splash. Overlooking
the Olympic–size swimming pool, the
water park is served by a poolside bar and
restaurant that offers an array of light bites,
pizza, pasta and Mexican dishes, as well as a
range of beverages.
Continuing on the energetic theme we
find the Bounce Indoor Trampoline Centre
with a spring-loaded frame for extra
bounce height and Strike 10-Pin Bowling
with six automatic pinsetter lanes and a
computerised scoring system; both are
fabulous team activities that can be enjoyed
by your delegates.
There really is “Something for Everyone” at
Canggu Club. The Body Temple Spa and
the Body Temple Hair Salon will help you
re-energise and relax and leave you looking

and feeling magnificent. Or maybe you
can make use of one of the three excellent
floodlit tennis courts. No partner? No
problem. The club has coaches from around
the world as well as hitting partners and ball
boys.
The Canggu Club provides a range of
superb facilities for your relaxation or leisure
or as an extension incorporated into your
corporate business event. Add to that the
staff professionalism and its easy access
and it might be just perfect for your group
needs.
Canggu Club Bali
Jalan Canggu Club,
Canggu, 80361 Bali – Indonesia
T : (+62) 361 848 3939 / (+62) 361 474 1009
M : (+62) 828 9719 3939
E: events@cangguclub.com
www.cangguclub.com
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